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Bandit Big Rig Series partners with Wyakin Foundation
(Blooming Prairie MN March 2018) – The Wyakin Foundation is known for
helping wounded veterans transition from active duty to civilian life, and now the
Minimizer Bandit Big Rig Series wants to do its part to help.
Fans will have the chance to donate to the Wyakin Foundation at every single Bandit
race in 2018.
“We’re really excited,” Minimizer Chief Visionary Officer and Bandit Big Rig Series
owner Craig Kruckeberg said. “We’ve donated to Wyakin in the past, and it’s a
fantastic organization dedicated to helping our veterans.”
“We’re thrilled to be a part of the Bandit Big Rig Series in 2018,” Wyakin executive
director Brent Taylor said. “We really appreciate their support.”
The Wyakin Foundation equips wounded veterans with the resources needed to
find long-term success. Their support includes mentorship, development of
professional skills, financial support, tutoring and networking.
Essentially, whatever it takes to help veterans get from point A to point B.
“Our organization has a 95 percent success rate transitioning veterans back into the
workforce,” Taylor said. “80 cents of every dollar donated goes directly to the
programs that serve our veterans, so you can be sure your money is changing lives.”
Bandit fans will find a Wyakin booth at every race, where they can learn more about
the program and donate to the cause.
In addition to the physical donation box found at each race, fans can also make
donations via the Bandit’s ticket page (free will donation to register for the Fan
Series Truck Show) or directly on the Wyakin website via a link from the Bandit
website.
“We want to provide several different ways to donate just so fans can choose
whichever one is easiest for them,” Kruckeberg said.

For more information on the Wyakin Foundation, visit their website.
About Bandit Big Rig Series
The Bandit Big Rig Series returns big rig tractor truck racing to the short track in the
United States. The series was designed to be affordable and accessible for anyone
wishing to put together a race team.
For additional information, please contact Jason Johnson at (507) 676-1987, or
email jason@banditseries.com.
About Minimizer
Leveraging more than 30 years of manufacturing expertise at its state-of-the-art
facility in Blooming Prairie, Minnesota, Minimizer is not only the leader in poly semi
truck fenders - we invented the category. Minimizer poly fenders and integrated
bracket kits are nearly indestructible and are guaranteed for life.
Our research and development team constantly “tests and tortures” each of our
products to make sure what goes on, in or is used to fix the truck meets the rigors of
our tough industry.
We also manufacture industry-leading light kits, mud flaps, tool boxes, tire masking
kits, work benches and other accessories. Our most recent innovations include the
world’s ONLY custom molded floor mats for semi trucks, as well as the
revolutionary “whole body health” Minimizer Truck Seat System.
Minimizer has been family owned and operated for three generations. The company
manufactures its products in the USA and makes everything tough enough to please
tough people in a tough industry.

